Enhancement of intracellular delivery of CdTe quantum dots (QDs) to living cells by Tat conjugation.
Quantum dots (QDs), as novel fluorescence probes, have shown a great potential for bio-molecular labeling and cellular imaging. To stain cellular targets, the sufficient intracellular delivery of QDs is required. In this work the tat, a typical membrane-permeable carrier peptide, was conjugated with thiol-capped CdTe QDs to form CdTe Tat-QDs, and the intracellular deliveries of CdTe QDs or CdTe Tat-QDs were compared in human hepatocellular carcinoma (QGY) cells and human breast cancer (MCF7) cells in vitro by means of confocal laser scanning microscopy. Added into the cell dishes, both QDs and Tat-QDs adhered to the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane of cells within a few minutes, but the binding amount of Tat-QDs was obviously higher than that of QDs. Then both QDs and Tat-QDs can penetrate into cells, and their cellular contents increased with incubation time but both saturated after 3 hours incubation. However the cellular levels of Tat-QDs were higher than those of QDs, with the ratio of 2.1 (+/-0.3) times in QGY cells and 1.5 (+/-0.2) times in MCF7 cells, demonstrating the enhancing effect of Tat conjugation on the intracellular delivery of QDs.